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ABOUT THE STAND 

Enclosed Box Stand (40" x 48" x 6 1/2') 

This box stand was built at home using 2" x 2" framing and Smart Siding. We used the 

GrandStandPlans that we purchased from Magness Enterprises @ 

http://www.grandstandplans.com/  The plans are well thought out and saved us a lot of grief and 

time. Once built, the stand was hauled up to our hunting land - April 2011. 

Here we’re in hunt camp loading stuff up and strapping stuff on utility trailers to haul the stand 

to my “Can’t Tell Ya Where” secret honey hole. 

 

 

http://www.grandstandplans.com/
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We used two trailers to haul all of the materials out to the hunt site. Here we are just 100 

yards from camp. We made it thru the first swamp but had to re-strap the load. This is the first 

of many swamps that we encountered. 

 

 

Here's the entire moving crew. We’re getting ready for an upcoming “nasty” swamp. 
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Don't know who was having more fun...grumppa or granddaughter? 

 

 

This trailer fell into a hole which caused the ATV to become stuck. Three ATVs were hooked 

together to get the trailer unstuck and out of the mud hole. 
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We just barely cleared this downfall, good thing we were paying attention! 

 

 

Janet Jackson had her wardrobe malfunction and we had our equipment malfunction! Trailer 

hitch bent because the load was placed too far back on the trailer. 
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With some helping hands we were able to make some progress. 

 

 

Finally we arrived at our destination, a bit wiser for the experience. 
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We’re at the “Can’t Tell Ya Where” stand site moving the base platform into assembly position 

 

 

The “crew” moving the box stand into assembly position. 
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Shown below are the gals yucking it up! 

 

 

Here we are attaching the legs to the platform base. We used steel corner brackets that were 
manufactured by Elevators, LLC in Marcellus, MI, (888)4GO-HUNT, www.elevatorsllc.com   

The corner brackets provide the correct angles and are built to last. We are very pleased with 

their ease of use, engineering and manufacturing quality. Once the legs were attached we nailed 

on cross braces to increase the strength and eliminate wobble. 

 

http://www.elevatorsllc.com/
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We hooked a heavy duty strap to the ratchet chain hoist and began pulling the stand upright.

 

 

Inch by inch the stand went ever sky ward. 
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Box stand balancing on the pivotal point, man 

power used to tip it upright. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the box stand was upright and 

leveled, we installed glass into the 

window frames and caulked around the 

glass to keep out the snow and rain. We 

also put corrugated tin on the roof to 

keep everything nice and dry.  

With a small heater, this stand is toasty 

warm come November when the winds 

are howling and the snow is flying! 

My plan is to spend all winter in this 

stand… well, maybe not all winter. 
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Here's the stand in finished state. After using the stand for five deer seasons, I've concluded 

that a few improvements are in order;  1) add peep windows on all four sides so that when you 

are standing up you can still see around the stand. 2) I bought a thick seat cushion for the swivel 

bucket. 

 

 

Bonus shot of how the box stand was attached to the platform using joist hangars. 
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We ended up selling our hunt land but decided to take the stand down and move it to our back 

yard. It only took 3 of us a couple hours to take it down and haul it back to hunt camp. This is 

what it looks like in our back yard. 

 

Fun project – great stand! 


